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FOREWORD

The Santa Cruz County Vocational Skills project for blind and

partially sighted minors was authorized with the passing of S. B. 632

(Grunsky) in 1969. In concert with the County Superintendents of

San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, and Monterey Counties, a regional

program of supplemental in-service and pupil instruction was submitted

to the Vocational Education Section, State Department of Education, in

November, 1969. In the proposal document, the major thrust of the

project was described as: (1) meeting the unmet vocational education

needs of visually handicapped pupils enrolled in junior high. secon-

dary, and community colleges in the five-county region, and (2) pro-

viding in-service training to regular vocational education teachers

and work experience counselors assigned to schools where blind students

are enrolled.

The program was funded for a three year period from 1969 to

1972 through the Vocational Education Act of 1964. Vocational areas

emphasized were technical and industrial arts, home-making, and'work

experience. This three year project has also included an information

and dissemination component where the project staff have conducted over

a dozen workshops throughout the State in conjunction with the Voca-

tional Education Section of the Division of Special Education, State

Department of Education. Many Department of Rehabilitation counselors

for the blind participated in the workshops.
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Vac( i011 1 Educat each I had not previously had the

opportunity of working with visually handicapped students, have had,

through this program, the opportunity of being trained in the skills

required to broaden each child's vocational potential through the use

of tools, equipment, and the development of skills associated with home-

making and technical industrial occupations,

ence.

well work experi

This Curriculum Guide will provide counselors for the blind,

vocational education teachers, and teachers of the visually handi-

capped with specific guidelines demonstrating the techniques required

for the instruction of visually handicapped pupils in selected oc-

cupational courses and counseling, as well as work training,

DR. LAWRENCE A. EDLER, Director
Secondary Programs

RICHARD D. STRUCK, Director

Programs for Exceptional Children
& Adults & Pupil Personnel Services
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PREFACE

The Santa Cruz County Board of Education and County Superin-

tendent and staff are committed to providing students, in terms of

individual capability notwithstanding handicaps, the opportunities for

vocational development which will prepare them to find their place in

society as productive participating members.

The purpose of this exemplary project, Vocational Skills for

the Blind and Partially Sighted, has been to provide vocational skill

training and counseling to blind and partially sighted students in the

five-county area of Monterey, San Benito, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and

Santa Cruz Counties.

An indication of the cooperative effort necessary to provide

these services and experiences is the eagerness and participation of

the superintendents, teachers, and employees of the five counties

together with state consultants and rehabilitation counselors. The

efforts and results have been most rewarding.

RICHARD R. FICKEL, SUPERINTENDENT
Santa Cruz County Office of Education
Santa Cruz California



INTROD

The curricu guide for woodworking was complied to help the

blind or visually handicapped to learn how to work safely in the wood-

shop, It was assumed that the student knows little of the various

machines and procedures; so all of the guide is not per :anent to in-

structors or people with knowledge of woodworking

The guide was divided into sections on each of the principal

machines found in school woodshops Each section follows a basic for-

mat which makes it easy to find information on a particular subject.

The section divisions are;

A. Description (of the machine and the principle of oper-
ation)

B, Safety (both general and specific to the machine)

C, Adaptations (this is aimed at the Vocational Education
teacher to make operation easier for the student)

Orientation (to the machine in orderly steps)

E Exceptions (items that are different on different machines)

F. Operation (the non-visual method to operation)

G, Maintenance (the specific requirements of the machine for
continual smooth operation)

H. References (used in compiling the information and for ad-
ditional information about the machine)

The techniques described are those which have been used and

developed during the past two and one -half years of itinerant teaching

of the visually handicapped They are to be used as suggestions or

illustrations_ If you have developed techniques other than those
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described, j<eep in mind that there are always several ways of

accomplishing a task_
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CHAP',ER t

TRAVEL TECHNIQUESQUES ;SID iN SHOP

, Hand ann Forearm Technique

This technique is useful fcw detecting obstacles when getting

around unaided- such as a desk or other piece cif furniture which may

have been rearrangedjor tn untalmt;lar sur round ings, as a new

shop.

The arm is held at sh d . height parallel to the floor, across

the front of the h dy The upper aria is at obtUse angle to the rem n-

der of the arm The forearm is held so that the elbow makes an angle

a little more than a right angle and the tips of the fingers are ex-

tended slightly beyond the shou der. As the blind person walks, objects

at shoulder level will be encountered by the hand. The time between

the hand and body encounter will allow the person time to react and

stop before the body hits. the obstacle This technique should be used

whenever the person is moving about in unfaHillar surroundings and in

familiar ones where there is pote-tial obstruction such as doorways,

etc.

For added protection in unfami

of the hand forearm technique mentioned above,

oundings, a combination

d the lower cross-body

technique discussed b-1 can be used

B The Lower Arm lechrlque_

A person standing with his arms at his sides may bring either
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of his hands to the midline in front of the body without bending the

elbow. The hand is held a foot or so in front of the body with little

finger outermost and the thumb toward the body, Holding the hand in

this-position will keep the person from jamming his thumb into some

hard object and at the same time will allow the fingers to encounter

an obstacle early enough to give the person time to react before

bumping. A slight modification is permissible when objects below the

level of fingertips are believed present, such as low tables or ma-

chinery. This may be accomplished by lowering the shoulder, This

should not be a leaning forward of the entire body, Limitations of

this method are: lower objects are not detected, one side of the body

is left relatively unprotected and the face is open to bumps unless

the raised upper forearm technique is used simultaneously. The student

should be made aware of the limitation.

Trailing

On occasion, it is more desirable for a blind person to follow

a wall, table edge, other line. The proper technique for doing this

is to keep the arm straight to the elbow and move the hand along the

wall so that it is aboUt a foot ahead of the body at approximately the

height of the hip. The person can walk along the wall not more than a

foot away from it. The hand on the side near the wall is held with the

fingers relaxed, palm down and thumb folded near the palm to protect it

from being jammed into obstacles. The surface is touched lightly with

the joints of the ring and little fingers. Contact is made with the

side of each finger closest to the wall..



This methn may be used ccentiy blinded individua

which may be the first successful attempt at independent travel Al-

though blind people should not be dependent entirely on trailing as a

means of mobility, they may want to use this as a means for tactual

identification

D tIse of Sighted Guide

The person being guided should grasp the guide firmly generally_

just above the elbow on the side on which he intends to walk That is,

the blind person would rake the left arm with his right hand if he in-

tended to walk on the left side of the guide He walks a half a step

behind the guide so that he 4r ll have time to react to body movement of

the guide The guide should walk at his normal pace unless there is a

factor adversely a t-ng the pace of the blind person.

The blind person should pay attention to the arm motions, since

these movements tell what the guide is doing or is about to do The

reason for grasping the arm above the elbow is to leave the guide's arm

free to do whatever he.needs to do with it, such as carry a bundle,

open a door, or reach in his pocket A child might be allowed to take

the arm just above the wrist in preference to holding hands

For ascending and descending stairs, the guide should pause

slightly before beginning the ascent or descent This tells the fol-

lower to be alert for coming body motion that will let him know if the

guide is doing something out of the ordinary Stairs should be ap-

proached at right angles so that the blind person does not get to them

at,the same time or ahead of the guide The same technique is used at



curbs, which might be considered a very short stairway.

The orededing was reprinted from Handbook for Teachers of the

Visually Handicapped from the Instructional Materials Reference Center

for Visually Handicapped Children, American Printing House for the

Blind, 1839 Frankfort Avenue, Louisville, Kentucky, 40206.
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CHAPTER II

ORIENTATION TO THE SHOP

Initial_ investigation

The initial investigation of he shop should be made with a

sighted guide. The following is a list of subjects to be covered.

A Verbal Desp:tptionof the Shop (along with an examination of tac-

tual map). (Note: See A, No. 10.)

1. Over-all size in feet

2. Walls encountered and pillars within shop

3. Machines

a. How Many

Size

c. Danger area around

4. Wood rack

5. Project storage

C. Work benches

7. Tool storage cabinet

8. Main power switch

9. Exits

Door

b. Window

c. Fire exits

10. Tactual map

7



The layout of the shop can be made on a piece of plywood It

should include all the walls and pillars as well as the various

machines, work benches, wood rack and exits. It is Imncly to

label in braille the various machines for later refe"ence by

students

Guided Examination of Room

Cover the perimeter of the room Examine lightly all objects

and machines encountered around the perimeter of the room

Where there is danger in tactual examination, disconnect power

cord Guide will give a brief explanation of the machine and

use

Cover the objects and machines in middle of room. Guide will

give the relationship of the machines in the middle to each

other and to the travel route from one side of the room,

Verbal Guidance to Princal Machines and Objects Used

From a planned starting point (usually wall pillar close to

the entrance door to. the shop, called home base) guide will verbally

direct the student to the principal work areas, The cross body and head

protective positioning of hands is used by student. Student is urged

to remember the route in regards to direction and distance The route

should he planned so as to avoid interfering with other students work

areas. It should also be a safe route that will be clear all the time.

Note: Whenever possiLle the route should be planned so that the stu-

dent can trail along straight surfaces This minimizes the free walking

S



and the possibility of walking off line.

The location of all the machines should be learned, even

though they are not all used. The machines and places to be learned

are listed in the following suggested order:

a. Fire exits, windows, doors

b. Work bench

c. Tool storage cabinet

d. Face shield or safety goggle storage

e. Main power switch

f. project storage (shop apron)

g. Wood rack - scrap box

h. Trash cans

i. Machines

J. Exhaust system switch

k. Glue table, clamp rack

1. Finish room or table

t. Clean-up tools, broom, dust pan, brushes.

9
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CHAPTER III

MEASURING DEVICES

Introduction

There are a number of ways that the visually handicapped can

gain accuracy in measuring. The standard rules have been modified by

the addition of either raised dots or by slotting for fingernails.

Specially designed cast metal or plastic rulers are available. The

main idea in picking-a measuring device is to use the device that will

lend itself easily to the particular job; then the user must become

familiar with the device by continual use.

A few devices are described below

American Foundation for the Blind A a ations

1. AFB 12" Cast Aluminum Rule

This is a rigid, cast aluminum rule with the working edge notched

for tactual reading at each 1/16" division. The divisions of

1/16", 1/8", 1/4", 1/2", and 1" are designated by notches which

are increasingly longer as the fraction is longer. The even

inch notches are quite long reaching from the edge of the ruler,

across a sloping surface and to the opposite edge of the rule,

and terminating with a b -allied numeral. Because of so many

notches this rule can be quite confusing if one is not familiar

with it.

2. AFB Combination Square

This is the standard combination square with a brass strip
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adapted to one edge The strip has a single dot at each 1/8"

division, two dots at each 1/2' mark and 3 dots at each I" mark.

This square is good for measurements from the edge of boards

and in to the middle up to 10" The reason being, the user can

set the sliding cross member to the desired length and need

only hold this tight to the edge of the work while the mark can

be made with the other hand. The use of a knife or scratch awl

will la,- out the mark accurately at the desired length..

APB Aluminum MarkiaGaug!

The aluminum garking gauge is used for comparative measurements.

It has a beam which is marked with graduations similar to the

AFB 12" cast aluminum rule it has an aluminum head which can

be set at any position on the beam, and locked with a thumbscrew.

The head is set by placing the thumbnail in the appropriate

notch and moving the nead up to the thumbnail. The rule is es-

pecially useful for laying out lines parallel to the edge, as

the scratch made by the small pin in the rule is slid along the

work

AFB Ada tation of the Stanley_Sliiper Rule

This rule is useful for comparative purposes. It is generally

thought of as used for measuring thickness of stock. The rule

has one stationary jaw and a sliding jaw which has a raised dot

scale. The stationary jaw has two raised dots on the face which

serve as a zeroing index The dot on the stationary jaw which

is closest to the face of the jaw, indicates, outside measure-

ment; the second dot is used for inside measurement.. Inside
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at each 1/2" The threaded slides into the 7-5/8" alu-

minum housing and has a locking thumbscrew which slides in

a slot on the stop of the rile. At the end of the housing,

a head or shoulder 1/4" thick is positioned, which takes

the place of the sliding heed of the Click-O-Matic. Six

inches back from the head, End placed at right angle to it,

is another head on the housing which makes possible the

taking of inside measuremenis from 6-1/4" to 12-1/2". Depth

measurements up to 6" and ortside measurements up to 12" can

be taken accurately to 1/.1i with this rule.- The one- and

two -foot extensions are alsc available for this rule, making

it possible to measure up tc 36" by 1/16".

h ade or Adated Measurin Devices

24" Folding Rule

A good rule for quick adaptation is the 24" folding rule. The

rule is made of wood and marks cln be burned into the face every

1/2" and on the edge every 1" with a woodburning pencil, a this-

pocket knife, or a fine-tooti saw.

2. Steel Rules

Steel rules in 12", 24", or 36" ,engths can be adapted for tac-

tual reading by using a hacksaw rnd sawing notches on the edge

of the rule. The spacing of the notches is arbitrary but one

thing to remember is that the cl,)ser the notches are, the

harder it is to read the rule.

Sho made Gau e Block

A block can be cut to have all tle common dimensions on it,
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Here again it is.left to the individual craftsman as to the

size and shape of the block. One shape of a shopmade gauge

block is suggested below; the dimensions are omitted, but

the over-all length can be six or twelve inches.

Shopmade Gauge Block

C, Rules For Lon er Measurement

The AFB has made available a 6' steel tape with raised dot

adaptations. The first 6" section of the tape has a dot at

each 1/8" graduation, two dots at each 1/2" and three dots at

each 1" division. The second 6" section of the tape has one

dot at each 1" position and two dots at the 12" position.

From 12" to 24" the tape has a single dot at each 2" position

and a double dot t the 24" position. From 24" to the end of

the tape, there are single dots at each 6" position and double

dots at each foot graduation.

2. The AFB also adapted the 25' Lufkin Steel tape for tactual

15



reading The first 1 of the tape are marked with one raised

.dot at each inch and t_o raised dots at each one foot narking.

The remainder of the tape been marked with one dot at each

foot interval, two dots at the 5 , , and 25' positions, and

three dots at

References

if and 2O jiosltions

1, Teaching Woodworking to VistialIHandTsleked Persons An
fristructoria6 Department of-Health,EdUcdffiTP, and
Welfare, Washington, C and University of Illinois,
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2, Industrial Arts Woodworking (Second Edition) . John L. Feuer.
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Claw Hammer

CHAPTER IV

HAND TOOLS

24AILMASTER
SOLID STEEL HAMMERS

Desct-111

A claw hammer consists of the head and the handle. The head

has the face on one end and the claw on the other. The face is

the part used for driving nails, whereas the claw is used for

extracting nails.

Use

When first using the claw hammer, it is a good idea to practice

on a scrap piece of wood. The proper grip of the handle is to

grasp it in your hand about an inch of two from the end of the

handle; however, it is permissible to choke up on the handle or

slide the hand closer to the head. This will enable you to

control it easier. To start nailing, rest the point of the nail

on the wood, and lightly tap to get it started into the wood.

The strokes used should be even and of uniform pressure. The

arm should pivot at the elbow using as little shoulder movement

as possible. When the nail is started into the wood so it will

stand on its own, stop and check it to see if it .is standing

straight up, as a nail started at an angle has little chance of

18



being driven home. Continue to drive the nail, taking care to

strike directly down on the-nail. If you should feel the ham-

mer slide off to one side when the nail is struck, stop, and

check to see if you have bent the nail over. The smaller penny

nails can usually be straightened by hand, whereas the larger

penny nails will either have to be pounded straight or pulled

out and replaced.

B. Saws

1. Bescri tion

The saw is comprised of a handle and a blade. The handle is

shaped to hold easily and to house the blade. The.blade is the

part in which the teeth are filed. The toe is the end of the

blade opposite the handle. The heel is the portion of the blade

nearest the handle. The back is the edge of the blade opposite

the teeth. Saws are made with both straight and skew backs.

2. Crosscut Saw 60

A crosscut saw is considered an all-purpose saw, but it is es-

pecially designed to cut across the grain of the wood or at an

angle to the grain. It is used to cut boards to length. The

teeth of the saw cut both as a knife and as a chisel. The ex-

treme points on either side of the saw score parallel lines.

19



As the action continues, the cutting edge on the inside of the

teeth comes into contact with the wood, shearing it out of the

kerf or the groove madp by sawing.

Ripsaw.

The ripsaw is used for cutting along'or with the grain of the

wood. It can be used to cut across the grain on wet or green

lumber if used correctly. The teeth of a ripsaw are chisel -

shaped. These teeth have a straight front and sever the fibers

at one place only. They do not score either side of the cut.

4. Back Saw and Dovetail Saw

The back saw has fine crosscut teeth with a thin blade and a

steel reinforced bar on the back. It is used for fine cutting

or where a straight, even cut is required. The dovetail is

similar to the back saw except it has a thinner blade and a

straight handle. It can be used for cutting wood points as can

the back saw.

20



5. Coping Saw

The coping saw has a narrow blade with rip teeth, which is held

in a steel frame under tension. It is used to follow a curve.

When using the coping saw you can scratch a line in the wood

with a scratch awl, knife or stylus. The standard braille sty-

lus which is used with a slate makes an excellent tool for

scribing easy-to-follow lines. After the line is marked, clamp

the wood in a vise so the line can be followed without cutting

into anything else. Remember that the coping saw blade should

be set up to cut on the pull stroke. Start cutting by lining

up the blade to the line, pull lightly at first; stop ever so

often to check how close you are to the line. Also check an

inch in front of the blade to see which way to angle the cut.

Where a long cut is to be made it is advisable to make relief

cuts every five to eight inches so that the piece of wood will

fall out when you have cut up tc '-hat point. This avoids having

to back the saw out a long distance and possibly breaking the

blade when reshifting the wood in the vise.

Use of Crosscut and R' -a-

a. Be sure that you have marked the line to be sawed with a

heavy scratch mark. The best procedure to start the saw

is to place the left thumb-nail in the scratch hole mark



on the board and place the saw against the thumb-nail with

the handle on the saw closest to the wood so that a long

back stroke may be taken. Next, pull the saw backward

across the area of the saw while guiding it against the

guide or a try square. If you make two or three of these

backward cuts before actually starting to saw you will ex-

perience less problems from the saw jumping off the mark

to be cut. To aid in the sawing operation, the wood should

be held firmly by means of a vise or clamp.

b. In order to insure a square cut it is suggested that you

use a saw guide. The American Foundation for the Blind

has available a saw guide. For those who wish to, a saw

guide can be made in the shop.

c. Plans for the saw guide are on page23.

7. Mitre Box

a. Description

The mitre box is a jig which guides a fine-tooth crosscut

saw in making accurate angle cuts. The saw slides in guides

which may be set to certain predetermined angles without

the use of other layout tools. These guides hold the saw

in a, vertical poSition at all AmeS. A specially made



Saw Guide Plans
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carbon steel back saw is used in the mitre box, differing

from the conventional back saw only in length and width.

It has.a heavy rigid back, which stiffens the blade and

rides in the mitre box guide. The frame of the mitre box

holds the hoard to be cut,. The saw guide has a catch which

allows you to raise the saw and lock into position above

your work The saw guides are mounted on an iron or steel

quadrant which is graduated into keys and numbered for

sawing three through eight 12- to 24-sided figures. This

quadrant can be adapted with brass extrusion pins to mark

the popular angles used. Most mitre boxes cut from zero

through 45 degrees right or left at intervals of 15 degrees.

Use

To position your work on the mitre box, you must first raise

the saw and lock into position. Place your work on the

frame up against the fence. Set the saw guide for the de-

sired angle. Release the saw guide catches and allow the

front edge of the saw to lightly rest on your work, Re-

position your work so that the saw teeth are exactly lined

up over your scratch mark, Hold the work down with your

left hand using your fingers over the fence, and your thumb

on the mork. Saw using light strokes taking care not to

bang the saw handle into the saw guides. Care must be taken,

so as not to saw into the frame of the mitre box Stops

can be set up to eliminate this problem.
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ills

1. Selecting the Proper Tools to Cut a Hole

There are a number of hand tools available for drilling holes.

The type of tool to be selected depends upon the diameter .of

the hole to be made. Small holes 1/32" to 1/8" can be made

by a brad awl, automatic drill, or hand drill with a brad

to 1/4" may be drilled with a handmounted in it. Holes 1/16"

drill. The plain bit brace is also available for use on holes

this size and larger.

2. Hand Drills

a. Descri t ti on

The hand drill consists of a handle, frame, crank and han-

dle, and a chuck. The size of a hand drill depends on the

chuck diameter opening. There are usually three sizes:

o to 1/4 inch; o to 3/8 inch; and o to 1/2 inch.

b. Use

The drill bit is mounted in the hand drill by turning the

hand drill upside down and holding stationary the crank

handle and then screwing the chuck so that the jaws open

wide enough to allow you to slip the bit into the chuck.

Still holding the drill, crank, and handle with your left



hand tighten the chuck on the drill. Before drilling,

make sure that you have marked the place where the hole is

to be drilled with a scratch awl or other sharp object.

Hold the drill upright with one hand and with the other

hand put the end of the drill bit into the hole. Holding

the drill as straight up as possible, crank the handle

using even pressure down.

Plain Bit Brace

a. Description

The bit brace uses the principle of the wheel and axle in

creating its driving force. The pressure on the sling of

the bow is in direct proportion to the force applied to

cutters of the bit. This tool is so constructed that down-

ward pressure may be applied on the boring tool by a con-

stant revolving motion thus directing the cutting action.

The principal parts of the bit brace are: the head, the

steel bow, handle, chuck, and jaw. The head, made of

Cocobolo, aluminum, or plastic, is fastened to the bow and

turns freely on ball bearings. It i a control for direc-

tion and pressure. The steel bow forms the outer rim of

the plain bit brace. It carries the power from the opera-

tor's hand to the chuck. This bow permits control for



continuous operation. The handle, made of Cocobolo, alu-

minum, or plastic, is fastened to the bow but turns freely

on it. It is on tl)e handle that the force is applied to

turn the brace. The hardened steel jaws on the chuck are

held in position by the use of a screw and wedge. Tight-

ening the sleeve of the chuck forces the jaws to close.

The chuck will rotate on ball bearings at the bow joint.

b. Use

The bit brace or bit stock is used for holding and driving

all kinds of boring tools, screwdriver bits, dowel pointers,

and counter sinks. After the bit is selected, the jaws of

the bit must be opened to allow the bit to slide in. Ro-

tate the bit slightly in the jaws to allow it to seat.

Tighten the jaws firmly by holding the steel bow an ro-

tating the chuck clockwise. The primary layout and use is

the same as the hand tools above.

Planes

1. Description

All hand planes work on the principle of the cutting wedge.

The principal parts of the plane are: the frame, the saw,

adjusting nut, handle, plane iron, lateral adjusting lever, and



knob. The frame is the body ol the plane and determines its

size It is usually made of a casting of gray iron or aluminum,

sometimes of pressed steel, TV- bottom of the plane is called

the sole and may be smooth or corrugated The frog, made of

cast iron, provides the angle ..o which the plane iron is held

and positions it at the rear o- the mouth. The lateral adjust-

ing lever, made of pressed ster-1, is Used. to adjust for an even

thickness of shaving. The adj sting nut, made of plastic or

brass is used to increase or chcrease the depth of the cut or

thickness of _having. The place iron or cutter, made of the

finest tool steel, is tempered and hardened and does the cut-

ting. The plane iron cast, made of steel, is shaped to give

thickness to the cutting edge and prevent chattering. It breaks

the back of the shaving, caus'ig it to curl, and prevent split-

ting or digging into the surfi.ce.. It is attached to the plane

iron with a cap screw. Knobs and handles are made of either

plastic, cast aluminum, or woad.. They are the means by which

pressure is applied and direction is controlled,:

2 Kinds of Planes

There are many different types of planes used in wood working

The following is a list of the five rost common planes used.

a, Joiner plans are used to plane large surfaces and to join

edges on lorg pieces. Like all members of the plane fam-

ily except the block plane, the cutter is set at an angle.

of 45 degrees with the bevel facing down. They are 22 inches

and 24 inches long
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b. Fore planes used for planing large surfaces and edges.

They are 18 inches long and have a 2-3/8 inch cutter.

c. Jack planes are used to true edges and are commonly called

all-purpose planes. They are the ones most commonly found

in school wood shops. They are 14 inches and 15 inches

long with cutters that are 2-3/8 inches wide.

Smooth planes are used for smoothing and finishing work.

They are 7 inches, 8 inches, 9 inches, or 10 inches long.

e. Block planes are used for planing across the grain, such as

in end grains. They differ from the preceding planes in

that the cutter is set at an angle of 20 degrees with the

bevel facing up. The lever cap is shaped to fit the hand,

serving as a handle. They are 6 or 7 inches long,

Use of Hand Planes

Before using a plane, the plane iron should be checked for

sharpness. This can be done by lightly rubbing your thumb

across the face of the plane where the plane iron protrudes

through the face. The lateral adjustment of the plane iron can

also be checked by feeling across the cutting edge for an even

protrusion through the face. This is done by using the same

motion of your thumb as in checking for sharpness. If this

protrusion is uneven, the lateral adjusting lever may be moved

to the right or left to adjust for this. The thickness of the

cut is determined by how much the plane iron protrudes through

the face of the plane. This is set by first releasing the plane

iron cap lever and then moving the plane iron up or down to the
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desired thickness When planing anythinp you must have both

hands free to work the plane To do this you must first clamp

the wood in a vise so that no metal is close to the edge chat

you are going to plane. Grasp the plane, using one hand on the

knob and the other on the handle Rest the toe of the plane on

the edge of the wood, then stroke across the wood using even

pressure Caution must be taken when planing wood with open

grain, because planing against the grain will produce splin-

tering or gauging. If, after the first plane stroke, excess

surface roughness can be detected chances are that you are

planing against the grain and the boar- should be planed in the

opposite direction.

It is usually difficult to keep the plane perpendicular to the

face of the material when planing edge or end grain The com-

mon procedure is to carefully place the plane so that is

centered laterally over the hoard, and not tipped to either

side before starting to plane. The index finnrr of the front

hand is extended over the side of the plane and slid along the

surface of the board as a guide to keep the front of the plane

on the work.

If the above.. method is used and it is found that it is too hard

to keep the board square, it is suggested that a guide be used.

A guide can be made out of wood and attached to the side of the

plane for increasing speed and accuracy and safety of good

planing operation. The guide consists of a piece of wood glued

to a piece of 1/4 inch plywood so that they overlap slightly.
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To avoid the necessity of holding the guide firmly against the

plane, a round head screw is fastened in the side of the block

of wood. If much planing is done, it is suggested that a

jointer gauge be purchased and attached to the side of the

plane.

E. References
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CHAPTER V

CIRCULAR S.,W

Description

The circular saw is a power- driven rotary eating tool with a

toothed, circular blade. It has an arbor speed of approximately

3,450 r.p.m. with the running speed of the saw atapproximately

9,000 f.p.m. The saw cuts on the principle of a continuous set of cut-

ting wedges.

B. Safes

Personal

a. Wearing goggles or face shield is a must precaution when

saw is in operation.

b. Loose clothing should be either tied down or removed.

c. All students not involved in the sawing operation must stay

out of the saw area.

Machine

a. The blade should extend above stock not more than 1/4".

b. All adjustments should be made when the saw blade is stopped.

The saw guard is to be in place whenever possible.

d. In ripping stock which is less than 6" in width, a push

stick must be used.

e. In ripping stock wider than 6", the little finger of the

right hand should be hooked over the rip fence and slid



along its length.

. If the fence is used as a stop in crosscutting duplicate

parts, a spacer block clamped to the fence near the opera-

tor must be used,

In the crosscutting operation, both hands are placed on

the miter gauge.

h. Disconnect electrical power when blades are changed or when

a set-up close to the blade is made.

i. Always leave saw table clean and the blade below the table

surface.

C Ada - cations

Setting Various Angles_ on the Miter Gaupandon Blade Tilt

Control

a. If much angular work is done, it is worthwhile to adapt the

miter gauge and blade-tilt dials for tactual reading. You

can marks permanently with brass escutcheon pins or tempo-

rarily.with dots raised in plastic tape.

b. For the standard angles (300, 45°, and 60°), drafting

triangles serve very well in setting angles.

Setting_ Blade Heigh

The trial and error method can be used on a scrap of wood.

b. A gauge block with 1/8" graduations can be made for quick

measuring,

Determining the Alignment of the Wood to the Blade

a. Two saw extension lines can be scribed on the table; one
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for the inside of saw blade, the other for outside of blade.

b. if the miter gauge is used and added help is necded in

holding stock in alignment, attach a piece of sand paper

to the face of the miter gauge

Determining the State of Motion of the Blade

Use a small scrap of stock extended off the blade side of the

miter gauge, and make a trial cut.

Orientation

1. Safe Approach

a. Use the cross-body positioning of hands and approach the

machine to make initial contact.

A safe initial point of contact would be the edge of the

table closest to the operator in normal operating position,

Determine state of Motion of the Blade

First be sure switch is off,'

b. Make a trial cut on a scrap piece of stock positioned in

the miter gauge.

Machine Examination (with plug out)

a. Position yourself in front of table so that rip fence is

to the right of you.

b. Make an examination of the top of the table (note: care

must be taken so as riot to jam fingers into the blade in

the middle of the table),

c. Upon examination of table you will find two grooves that

run lengthwise on either side of the blade. These are the



grooves that the miter gauge rides in

The rip fence is usually set to the right of the blade and

on top of the table It is fastened to the machine on

either end of the fence and slides along guides attached

to the edge of the table. The rip fence is set to hold

fast by a handle at the end of the fence closest to you

To release fence, handle is lifted Some fences have a

knob for fine adjustment. It is located to the right of

the lock-down handle, and is usually spring - loaded so that

in order to use you must press in and then turn to the

right or left for adjustments.

e. To regulate the height of the blade there is a hand wheel

located under the table on the front side of the base of

the saw., When you turn the wheel to make adjustments in

the height of the blade, it is necessary to check the blade

see which way you are going and how high you have gone.

Again the trial and error method is used in setting the

blade height. Make sure that blade is stopped in between

trials.

f. There is also a wheel that regulates the tilt of the blade.

On most models the blade tilt wheel is on the left side of

the base, although on others it is on the right side,.

The miter gauge is used in cross-cutting operations. It

is not attached to the saw, but merely slides in one of the

two grooves provided on either side of the blade, The miter

gauge can be set at different angles by loosening the knob



and setting the angle desired. See Section C, Adaptations,

number 1, for adapting miter gauge to be readable for the

visually handicapped.

h. The on-off switch is usually located under the table and

to the right of the blade raising wheel. Some switches are

on the left of the hand wheel, Regardless of where the

switch is, it is important to be aware of it at all times

so as not to bump it on, when making adjustments.

i. The guard is located directly over the blade. There are

many types, but all are meant to protect the operator

against accidentally touching the blade. The guard must

be raised to make blade settings but it should be put back

in place whenever cutting is being done. There are some

types of cuts that necessitate the removal of the guard,

When doing these cuts, caution must be taken to use proper

placement of fingers so that ycol will reduce the risk of

cutting with the guard off.

Exceptions

Tilt Wheel Placement

a. On most of the Clausing circular table saws, the tilt wheel

is on the left side of the base, and not the right,

b. On many more inexpensive home shop table saws there is no

tilt wheel at all. The whole top of the table is tilted to

give blade angleS. The hazards of this type of saw are

greater because the wood has a tendency to slip down. It
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is recommended that clamps be used to ho17 the wood secure

ly to the miter gauge

c. The on-off switch is located in many different places on

many different models, ar-H there is nn WRY of explain-Ind

all of them, The rule to follew is to knw where it is and

to become familiar with i t to the extent of becoming auto-

vatic in your actions of Anding it

Aeration

1. Use Safe Approach to theMachine

Cross-body technique should used to make approach.

Make initial contact, and nen position "ourself to the

operating side of the Plac!Ane

2. Determining the State of th "

a. Check to see that noWer is off.

b. As added precaution, use a scrap o, iti r-- the

Miter gauge to check blade motion.

Setti na fm- the

a. Locate the '71E10 that raises the blade and crank it up

until it is anproximately the height that is desired,

Check the blade fre u ntly Wile cranking,

h. ',se one of the many measuring devices available. (See

Chapter III, Measuring devices.). Set blade to the height..

Rotate the blade by ho_n.! to obtain the highest part of the

blade teeth.

c Run a piece of scrap wood through to check for correct



height. A safe way of making the cut is to position the

wood in the miter gauge with the end extending across the

blade Place one hand on the miter gauge holding down the

wood. With the other hand, turn the saw on and then return

it to the miter gauge, Make the cut by pushing the miter

gauge past the blade until the cutting sound ceases. Re-

move your hands from the miter gauge and turn saw off.

When saw has stopped, make any adjustments in height of

the

When y vant to cut all ,:he way through the wood, the blade

should be set to clear the pitod on the top by 1/8". This

can be cic ne by laying the w od to be cut on the table and

sliding up to the blade "then turn the blade up until

you can feel that it is above the top of the board.

Cutting to Width 2LWit-I2LLLEfence

a. Loosen the ripfence by lifting the lever attached to the

end of the fence closest to you. Slide the fence to the

right, oeyond the width of cut desiredd.

Measure the width for the ripping operation from the blade

to the fence by holding the rule against the blade and

then bring the ripfence up to the rule until it slightly

bumps

Lock- down the fence with lock-down lever. Remeasure to

make sure of correct width, (Note that the fence will

move when the lock-down lever is depresse0. A minor ad-

justment is usually required to insure accuracy.)



Caution: When ripping wood that is less than 6" in width

always use a push stick to push the wood past the

blade. When you are ripping pieces Wider than

6" get in the habit of hooking your small finger

of right hand over the fence to assure yourself

of a safe distance between your fingers and the

blade.

5 Setting the Bladeforltnple Cuts

a. Whenever setting the blade for an angle cot you must first

raise the blade to a height that will allow you to compare

for the proper angle.

b. Turn the angle wheel until the proper angle of the blade

is reached. (See: Section C, Adaptations, number 1.)

Maintenance

1, Oil .

a. It is recommended that a silicone spray lubricant be used

in the place of oil because oil is more apt to collect saw

dust and cause sticking.

b. The spiral gears that drive the blade tilt and the blade

raise should be cleaned before lubrication.

c. The guides for the ripfence can be lightly oiled, also the

lock-down lever,

2. Clean -up

a. Slide the ripfence all the way to the right and lock down;

be sure not to go off table top with the fence.
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Make sure that the blade is withdrawn all the way under

top of table.

c. The table top can be cleaned with a brush.

d. Periodically, the sawdust that collects under the -able

should be emptied.
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CHAPTER VI

DRILL PRESS

Description

The drill press provides the r -y power for driving di ils,

bits, plug cutters, and many auxiliary attachments such as mortise

chisels, grinding wheels, and shaper cutters. The vertical power is

applied through the feed wheel (wheel and axle) to a pinion gear which

engages a rack on the quill. The speed of the drill press may vary

from 300 to 7,000 r.p.m. Speed is controlled by shifting the drive

belt on a set of cone pulleys which operates on the principle of the

wheel and axle.

Safety

I. Personal

a. Wear goggles or face shield whenever machine is in opera-

tion.

b. All loose clothing or jewelry is to be removed or taken

off prior to operation.

c. All long hair is to be tied back to minimize danger' of get-

ting caught in drill.

d Be aware of cutting parts while in operation.

e Don't engage in conversation with thers while in operation.

f. Use a Urush, not your hand, for clean up after work is

finished.
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2 Machine

a. Use only round-shank drills in three-jaw chucks.

b. Change belt speeds only while machine is stopped.

c. Use the correct speeds for all drilling operations.

d. Always use clamps or fixtures to hold work*

e,. Protect table when not working over center hole.

f. When making table adjustments, hold table securely.

g. Check to see if chuck key is out of chuck before turning

drill on

Adaptation

The on-off switch can be adapted to work by means of a foot

switch. It should be shielded to prevent accidental operation.

This, by no means, rules out the necessity for instruction in

the use of the conventional hand-operated switch. The students

should be competent in both but they will probably prefer the

foot switch

Another adaptation that is an asset on the drill press is the

foot operated feed control. This frees both hands for holding

work.

Because of the danger of leaving the chuck key in the chuck and

applying power, it is suggested that some means be set up to

eliminate this problem. One way to do this is to use a stan-

dard junction box and receptacle, wired so that the "hot" line

is broken by the receptacle. A standard two-pronged household

plug is shorted with a jumper wire across the prongs and used
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to complete the circuit in the receptacle The chuck key

attached to the two-pronged plug by a short piece of heavy co

so that when the plug is out the power can not be applied

Orientation

1. §ILlpproach

a Determine by sound if machine is in operation

With one hand held low and across body and the other hand

even with head palm out, approach machine for initial touch

The belt guards which is about head high, is a safe place

to start orientation,

Machine Examination (with plug out)

a, Position yourself in front of Machine.

b, Find chuck by sliding hand down front of guard, and quill,

to bottom of spindle..

The chuck is what holds the bits. It is equipped with three

jaws that are tightened onto the bit with the chuck key,

c, The chuck key is located in various places on different

machines: some are mounted on a chain attached to the col-

umn; others are taped to the power cord; and some are free

to store where wished.

Locate table by dropping hand down from chuck,

The table has a hole In the middle to allow the bit to pass

all the way through the work.

Some tables are slotted so that jaws of a portable vise

can be mounted to them.
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e. Locate column at back of table.

Notice that the column runs from 'the base or loor to top

where motor mounts,

The table can be moved up and down the column by 7oosening

the table clamp on the side of the column even with table

Find depth stop located on side of spindle housing,

The depth stop is a threaded stock with two round nuts that

are moved up and down the. threads for depth control

Find feed handle located on right side of spindle housing

behind the depth stop,

The feed handle is turned to lower the chuck down into the

work. It usually has a spring to return the chuck to

original position.

h. The quill lock is located in the front part of the spin

housing.

The quill lock is tightened down on the spindle to hold

the spindle in a fixed position,

On-off switch is usually located in the front part of the

spindle housing above the quill lock and below the belt

guard.

7. Some machines have the on-off switch mounted on the motor

while others are mounted on the left side of spindle

housing.

E. Except-,Ons

1. Chan
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Some drill presses are equipped with a variable speed pulley.

To change the speed one only has to turn the hand wheel on the

front of the belt guard, while on others the belt has to be

placed on the correct pulleys to change the spindle speed.

2. Size of Drill Press

The capacity of the drill press is determined by the distance

from the center of the chuck to the column. This is expressed

in a diameter and ranges from 11" to 17". The distance from

the table to the chuck also ranges from 10" on the bench model

to 44" on the floor model.

0 eration

I. Use the safe approach to the machine.

2. Set the correct speed for the drilling to be done.

a. If the machine is equipped with a variable speed control,

turn machine on to set the speed.

If the machine is belt driven, remove the belt guard and

move the belt to select the correct speed.

Install the bit in the chuck by opening the jaws by hand

until the bit will slide in Tighten using the chuck key

(be sure to remove chuck key after using). Rotate chuck

with one hand, and with the other hand check to see that

the bit is centered and not bent.

d. Move the table to a correct height by putting the work to

be drilled on the table, and then loosen the table clamp

with one hand, being sure to hold the table securely with
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the other hand. Lock the table and remove work Run

the spindle down with feed lever so the bit is close to the

table, and check to see if the hole in the table is cen-

tered under the bit. If it is not, loosen the table clamp

slightly and turn table to center it

e. Feed the drill bit down so the tip is under the table and

use the quill lock to lock in position Now screw the two

round nuts down on the depth lock until they come to rest

at the bottom of the stop Release the quill lock and re-

turn spindle to original position.

Mount the work on the table To assure correct alignment

of hole, sink a scratch awl in wood at spot to be drilled.

Using this hole, fit the bit to the hole in the work. Hold

work with one hand, and feed the spindle down so that the

work rests on the table. Care must be taken so as not to

pinch your fingers under work. Now that the work is prop-

erly aligned on the table, secure the work to the table

using a C-clamp, Jorgenson clamp, or cam lock.

With your right hand on the feed handle, turn on the drill

press with the other. Turn the feed handle and drill with

slight pressure until the stop is reached. Return the feed

handle to original position. Turn off machine.

h. Remove the work and drill bit.

i. Clean table off with brush.

g.



Maintenance

Some drill presses require periodic greasing while others have

sealed bearings. Whenever a drill press is to be idle for a period of

time, all machined parts should be coated with a film of oil.
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CHAPTER VI!

RADIAL A I SAW

A2=L2faeTiti on

Circular cutters revolve at n c rhor speed of between 3,450

and 3-600 ro p.m. The saw cuts on the principle of a conticontinuous set

of cutting wedges .

Personal

a. Wear goggles or face shield whenever operating machine

c. Loose clothing should be ei ther= tied down or removed.

c All students not involved in the sawing o ,'ation must

stay out of the saw a a,

Machine

Guards should he in proper position and locked in place.

b. All adjustments should be made before starting machine.

c. Allow saw to obtain maximum speed before making cuts.

d. Saw should not be allowed to cut too deeply into table.

e. Saw should he equipped with an automatic return for the

yoke-motor assembly.

Never allow your hand to come behind the saw when cross

cutting.

g. Return saw to original position after doing crosscutting

operation.
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C. Adaptations

I. If the Motor-yoke assembly is not equipped with an automatic

return, this should be one of the first adaptations that should

be made Without the return, the operator is not assured of

the state of the blade, or where to find the handle on ap-

proaching the machine

2. All the scales and dials on the machine can be marked for tac-

tual reading They are: the miter scale, arm swivel, yoke

swivel, and blade bevel. It is not as important to mark all

of the above if the saw has locks or stops at all the common

angles,

To save time and avoid excess cuttinci of the table, a stop

should be set up on the collar. This stop can be as simple as

putting a C-clamp on the column at a point where it will not

allow the saw blade to cut deeper than just under the level of

the table top

4. If at all possible, it is a good idea to set up a brake on the

saw assembly. A brake reduceS the hazards from the blade free-

wheeling after the saw is shut off, and the noise and vibration

are at a minimum.

Orientation

1, Safe Approach

a, . Use the cross-body positioning of hands and approach the

machine to make the initial contact,

b, The initial contact with the machine can be made at the
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edge of the table_ Note because of the uncetainty of

the position of the saw blade, immediate examination of the

arm should be carried out, in order to find ou: it the motor-

yoke assembly is returned to the original oper Ling posi-

tion behind the back guard strip,

2, Machine Examination (plug ug

Position yourself In front of the tat le and with e..ne hand in

front of you Cdtit!OUSly lean forward to find the over arm of

the saw, With your 1-ght hand on the radial saw, thumb over

the top and fingers curled under the arm, slide y)ur hand along

the arm until you bump into the yoke assembly with your fin-

gers The yoke is attached on the bottom side o'l the radial

arm, and it slides in tracks attached under the trm. The yoke

holds the motor and blade assembly. The motor 1,, equipped with

a handle, that enables you to draw the saw towarrdls you along

the slides

Directly below the radial arm is the table. TN. table has an

insert which is used for-ripping, crosscutting, and sawing,

Another name for thi s insert in the table could be the fence,

or the back guide striv The fence is set 900 frOm the radial

arm, so that if a board is pushed against it, the cut will be

900 or a right angle..

The column is a hollow steel tube that supporti the radial arm.

The column is attached at the base and hus an elevating crank

at the top, which allows the operator to rais e or lower the arm,

This is what is used to adjust the blade to the correct height,



E._ BxcepIius

1. Elevating Crank Placement

On some models like DeWalt and Delta, the elevating crank raises

the whole column with the radial arm attached to the top of the

column. On these and other models the elevating crank is lo-

cated on the front part of the base, and just under the table.

2. On-off Switch Placement

The power switch varies in placement and it would be useless to

say that it is found in any one place. There are a number of

places to look, they are: on the end of the radial arm closest

to operator; on top of the radial arm, both closest to opera-

tor and a foot or so back from oper3tcr; on the motor, sometimes

within easy reach of your thumb when holding the handle of the

saw and sometimes on the case of tf-e motor itself; on the front

part of the base, and just under the table; on a switch box lo --

cated to the right of the column and mounted to the back edge

of the table.

Location of Arm Clam

The radial arm clamp can be located either on the back part of

the column or at the end of the radial arm closest to the op-

erator,

4. Locatior-okeSwivel!nEE

There are two motor-yoke swivel clamps. One rotates the motor

on the same axis for switching from crosscutting to ripping

position. The other rotates the axis down, either part way for

bevel cutting or all the way for routing.. Because of the
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varying placement of the lock-down clamps for the motor-swivel,

it is advised that the swivel points should be found by inves-

tigating the yoke itself to determine 4ie way the motor will

swivel. The lever or clamp will be located on, or close to,

the swivel point itself,

0 e ation

1. Use a Safe Apprnach to tte Machine

a. Cross-body hand technique should be used to make the initial

contact with the edge of the table.

b. Centered in front of the table, lean slightly forward to

find the radial arm.

2. Determinin the State of the Blade

a. Listen to hear the motor or blade noise,

b. Feel the radial arm for any vibrations.

c. Check that power is off.

d. If the shaft in the motor is exposed on the opposite end

from the blade, place a finger on this to see if it is

turning. Note: It is suggested that students memorize the

route the right hand will follow from the handle to the

right end of the motor shaft, This will enable the student

to know exactly when the blade is stopped after operation.

Alignment of the Blade

If the place to be sawed is laid out with a scratch awl, then

you can pull the saw out to where the blade touches with wood

and slide the wood along the fence until the blade catches in



the scratch i;dfK N.cte 'r er ove wnere wood is

removed by the t.evi babe T-'.,SZ DE tar,n into consideration when

aligning the work to tre niade lc;r- e',.ampie, is the mark di-

rectly where cne o sr17.;ulo ie cut be to the

right or the leFt cf ue ma . 176''. DP as much as 1/4"

difference - n ,n-c; 'eng7r 3f he work. '4 the saw kerf is not

planned for properly

4. Crosscuttina 96°)

The saw is used %t, Cr0i2C!,7Vir:g h, p6c-ng the work to be cut

on the tabe agalnst the gi de Inen the cutting is

done by drawing the S6W t,:wa'd y06 ad r,nrough the work.

5. Ripping

a. The raciiai arm mu sr he 6t 'ght engles to the guide strip.

This means the miter sca'e wJl register 'zero "

b. The column should be aH.Ied ohtl the bade clears the table,

c. Draw the saw to tne-fonr of the radial arm and lock.

d, Rotate the motor-yoke 90° so that the saw blade is parallel

with the guide strip Lock n position

e. Release the yoke lock aid move the saw to the desired width

of cut. Remember that the mea:su.r'ng is done from the

front side of tne guide stip to :ne inside of the saw blade.

f Lower the saw so that t mts trito the table

g. Set the safety guard so that it the surface of the

stock.

h. Lower the kick,nack fi6gers so the restHghtly on the

surface of me stork ,Not a, sews have the kick-back



device.)

i. Place the work on the table and against the guide strip.

Turn the saw on and push the work along the guide strip,

Use a push-stick if the piece is narrow; or when you come

to the end of the cut, Never allow your hand to go beyond

the blade.

Cutting Miters_

a. Raise the column so the blade clears the table-

b. Release the arm claMp and swing the arm to the desired angle.

c. Lock the arm and lower the column to just below the surface.

d. Pull the saw out towards you to check if there is a slot

through the guide strip, If there is not, one must be cut

before you do the actual cutting on the work.

e. Extra care must be taken as to how you should hold the work

down. If you can not hold it with your hand safely, then

you should use a clamp to hold the work to the guide strip.

_. Maintenance

1. The track that the yoke travels in should be cleaned and light-

ly oiled periodically as it is used.

2. The column can be raised all the way and should be cleaned and

lightly oiled.

3. The crank can be cleaned and oiled at the bearing point

4. The blades should be checked for sharpness before using the saw.

A good test for sharpness is to make a cut on a wide board and

notice the ease of cutting, If the saw burns the wood and slows
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do n when making the cut, the blade might be the reason and

should be replaced with a sharp one

5. If the table top and the fence or guide strip get cut up too

badly to be able to line wood up and make a safe cut, then the

table can be unscrewed and replaced.
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CHAPTER VII(

WOOD LATHE

A. Description

A lathe is a machine on which a .ace plate or a spur center is

attached to a motor driven spindle which revolveS at an adjustable

speed. The work is mounted on the face plate or between centers and

is shaped by turning against chisels or special cutters which cut on

the principle of a cutting wedge. The speed of the lathe may be

regulated between 300 and 3,600 r.p.m.

B. Safety

Personal

a. A face shield is always worn by a lathe operator when he

is turning wood.

Loose clothing should be either tied down or removed.

All students not involved in the turning must be outside

the wood turning area.

Machine

a. The tool 'rest must be kept close to the stock, preferably

1/4. of an inch.

b. The proper speed must be set and checked carefully before

any power is applied to the lathe.

c. Stock being turned must be revolved one revolution by hand

after being set up or following adjustment in the tool rest
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in order to be sure that it will turn freely.

Progress checking with the hand is done only after the ma-

chine has been brought to a complete stop.

e. The tool rest must be removed during sanding operations.

f. The operator must be sure that the wood he is planning to

use contains no slits, chips, or poorly glued joints.

. C. Adaptations

1. A shielded foot switch is a valuable adaptation. Since the

lathe must frequently be started and stopped in checking the

progress of the work, a foot switch will free one hand to slow

down the lathe and to help line up the cutting tool for the

start of the next cut.

2 Tactual marks on the bottom side of the tools aid the operator

in judging the location of the cutting edge, The simplest meth-

od of marking is to place a single layer of tape, such as plas-_

tic electrica tape, across the chisels so that it will be

close to the tool rest when the chisel is in position for cut-

ting.

Orientation

friDEIE0 Parts

The lathe is comprised of a head stock, live center, tail stock,

tail stock clamp, tail stock hand wheel, the lathe bed, tool

rest holder, tool rest, motor, belt, and driving pulleys. The

head stock, which contains the driving mechanisms, is cast iron
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v th two sealed bearings, If the lathe is a direct drive; the

n for is part of the head stock. If the lathe is belt driven,

the pulleys are located in the head stock. The driving mecha-

rsm's spindle is hollow and extends beyond the head stock at

t-ith ends. The inboard end has a right hand thread for at-

tAching a face plate while the cuatboard end has a left hand

t , -ead for attaching a face plate for outside turning of larger

d!ameters than the swing of the lathe will accommodate. The

l'-e or spur cente'. made r of an unni.dened tool steel, has a

tapered shank to fit the spindle and supports the.stock on the

1 t end when turning between centers. It is called the live

cnter because it turns with the head stock. A cast iron tail

s'.ock holds the dead center which serves as a pivot,. The tail

s mck is equipped with a hand wheel which, if turned clockwise,

w 11 extend the dead center. The dead center is made of hard-

e ed tool steel and supports the stock on the right side when

twining between centers. There are two types: cup and cone-

centers. They have a tapered shank to fit the tail stock spin-

d':c. The tool rest,. made of:machine cast iron, provides sup-

pctt for the lathe tools. The cast iron bed supports the head

stock, tail stock, and tool rest holder. The tail stock clamp

secure. the tail stock :L:o the bed. The tool rest holders secure

the tool post to the bed and the tool rest clamp makes the tool

rest secure at the desired height,

2. Szfe Approach

Use the cross-body positioning of the hands and approach the



lathe to make the initial contact somewhere along the lathe bed.

Machine Examination

a. Position yourself in front of the lathe so that the head

stock is to your left and the tail stock to your right.

b. Place your left hand on the lathe bed, and run it left until

you touch the head stock, Investigate the head stock.

Note that the spindle runs through the head stock with a

threaded portion on either side of the head stock The

spindle is hollow, and on the inboard side has a taper to

house the live or spur center. If the lathe is driven by

a belt and pulley then the top of the head stock can be re-

moved by loosening the thumb screw
, This allows you to

change the spindle speed by changing the position of the

belt on the pulley.

c. If you run your hand right along the lathe bed, you will next

come across the tool rest holder. The tool rest holder has

a clamp which clamps onto the tool rest.

d. Continuing to slide your hand to the right, you will next

come onto the tail stock,, The tail stock houses the dead

center. The tail stock also has a spindle which is.tapered

on the inside to house the dead center, This spindle can

be extended by a tail stock hand wheel which is'located on

the opposite side of the tail stock

e. The location of the on-off switch varies with different ma-

chines. Most lathes have a switch under the lathe bed. It

is a decided advantage to adapt a machine with foot operated



switch This , freedcim of piecing the

too: tecir :s

Exceptions

L. Cimaind Le S_

a The nf. a i-y,!'!z ,:hanging the

positIon of th2 c)oe pOeys wiien he driving

pulley is si tjr-::1 pulley, the 'speed is re

duced; when t-- 1;J!ey trian ehe dri.ving

pulley, tne -peed

b. Some models -ec,cla 4.ne,,?1 y eans rf a vaYiable speed

motet-. On teso F3cdi y a hand wheel which

if turned one 4es r teo , an6 if turned the

other way de ea it
r

On some belt drilio )61421,= reed i dju,sted by a hand

wheel ati fn. e,lu:TpPd wIth a variable speed

pulley

2, On-Off Switches

As mentioned in T-ecton 0, 3-0 lo7atic)n of the on-off switch

varies ,with diffent nodes, rfolar p:,,sces for the on-off

switch to be mountel are: tne face the head stock, and

just under the be, in frc,nt

0 eration

L Us Safe Approach to

a. Cross- tr.:nrico.: srod be used to make approacft,



b Make initio contact, &re. then

operating side of the machlo2

c Check to see if power is off

position yourself to the

2, Mounting Wood for Spindle turin.q

a. Select a piece of wood that is ot,erall at least one inch

longer than the piece r.eeded for the turning Make sure

the wood clo,ze to -:-quar.

b Stand ti-id pn one end on table and with a scratch awl and

straighted6e. 7,cr)be 6 line between corners on end. This

will acccratelyjilace the center of the wood To further

mark the centers, sink a scratch awl at this intersection

and work it arouna in a circl.e to make a well-defined hole

at both ends

c Turn the wood eve( and repeat the procedure as in

d. Lock work in vise, with one end standing up straight. With

a back saw or dovetailed saw, saw on the scratched marks

previously scribed in the wood The saw kerf should be

about 10, of an inch deep

e With the wood still locked in the vise, position the spur

center in the p eviously sawed grooves Tap the end of the

spur center in tne grooves Note, if the spur center is

mounted in the hea d tock, it will be necessary to drive it

out usinq a rod throuqh the open end of the spindle opposite

the spur center

With the spur center sti,) mounted on the work, slide it

into the spindle Support th:2 right end of. the work with
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your left hand, and with your right hand loosen the tail

stock assembly and slide it up to the end of the work. Lock

the tail stock assembiy in position. Loosen the tail stock

spindle clamp, and turn the hand wheel so that the dead

center is pushed into the exact center of your work.

Tighten tail stock spindle clamp.

Rotate the work by hand. Check how close to center the work

is mounted.

h. Loosen tool rest holder clamp and position tool rest holder

in center of your work_

i. Loosen the tool rest clamp and raise the tool rest so that

the top edge is slightly above the center of your work.

Check to see that the tool rest is parallel to the closest

edge of your work, and that the space in between is no more

than a quarter of an inch. Rotate the work again by hand

to check that your work is free to turn.

Holding the Lathe Tool

It is important to hold the tools so as to get optimum leverage

out of them. If you are right-handed, clasp the wooden handle

of the tool with your right hand. Rest the metal part of the

tool on the tool rest and grasp the metal part between your

thumb and index finger of your left hand. Slide your left hand

until your index finger touches the tool rest. The index fin-

ger of your left hand acts as a guide in controlling the depth

and contour of the cut. You should practice keeping the tool

perpendicular to the tool rest while moving the full length of



the tool rest.

4. T es of Lathe Use's

AMMILMUMNIMMW

There are two types of lathe tools, scraping-action tools and

shearing-action tools. The operation of scraping - action tools

should be mastered before the operator attempts shearing-action

tools. For several reasons th,S is true: psychological, health,

and economical (spoiing of mate ia7-5) Scraping tools such as

round - nosed, square-nosed, and diamond point chisels, can do

anything that can be done by shearing-action tools such as

gouges and skews-. A scraping cut usially requires some ad-

ditional sanding, but it is felt tha-: this is a minor point in

the learning experience of a wood turner. Skews and other

tools used in shearing-cuts are difficult for both blind and

sighted learners to master; they also involve todis which must

be used constantly to be maintained. Therefore, unless the

student wishes to dO considerable wood cutting, he is not ad-

vised to learn the use of shearing-action tools.(1)
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The round-nose is a flat scraping chisel used in roughing

and shaping concave surfaces, The end is rounded and has

a single bevel of about 30 degrees. The common sizes of

round-nosed chisels are 1/8 inch, 1/4 inch, 1/2 inch, and

1 inch,

b. The square-nose is a flat scraping chisel used to make flat,

straight cuts, It resembles a standard wood chisel in shape

but has a thicker and longer blade. The end is square and

has a ingle bevel of about 30 degrees. The most common

sizes of square-nosed chisels are 1/2 inch and 3/4 inch.

c. The diamond point is a flat scraping, chisel used to make

V-cuts or beads. The pointed cutting edges are formed by

grinding the sides to desired angle at a bevel of 30 degrees.

The most common size of the diamond point is 1/2 inch.

d. The parting tool is a scraping chisel used to make narrow,

deep cut and depth cuts for sizing when shaping for pro-

files. The thickness of the blade is greater at the center

than at the edges. The blade is ground at an angle from

each edge to the center, thus forming a. flat, pointed turn-

ing edge, which reduces binding and friction for heating

when cutting. The common sizes of cutting tools are 1/8

inch and 3/16 inch.

e. The gouge is a turning chisel used in roughing out cylinders

and in turning concave surfaces on spindles. Its blade is

concave-convex in a cross section, with a rounded bevel

cutting edge. The cutting edge is rounded to prevent the
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too! tea coned The bevel is

approxlmately 30 degiee w;ich did3 1F1 making scraping or

shearing cur.''

1/2 inch, 3/;

The skew chisel

szes of gouges are inch,

and inch

a flat I chisel used in smoothing

cylinders, roundIng d and in makng shoulder and V-cuts,

It can be USEU ,th eitir, iliDar;g or a scraping action..

The the fovm, 1 degree to 70 degree profile

whicn bevellA a bcth sloes to form a cutting edge of

approx imate ly 40 dogreP 'he common sizes of a skew chisel

are ch, ir.ch, and

5, Sta Ilg to Cut

a, With the wood mounted in t,e '4201 centers, set the tool to

the proper

k

sZightly above center of the

a ! a ',!rai pc 1 on with the Feet slightly spread and

one foot 3 l tt'e behind the other, and with the weight

evenly distributer!

c Select the -urge gouge Gasp the nan le well out towards

the end with the fight hand With the left hand, hold the

blade and guide it along the , rest WorK from the cen-

ter toward the end IL is adv'isable to get the feel of this

position before starting lathe

Set the Little a. the slog, L,peed, .proximately 600 r p m

e= For wor:kirg the roogh stook dot n to round, a scraping ac-

Lion should oe used. The he'd in a horizontal



position, using the tip end of the tool to do the cutting.

This will produce a rough cut. To avoid long splinters, a

series of cuts may be made with the narrow gouge by placing

it approximately 45 degrees on the rest with the tip over

the work.

f. Before starting the lathe, position tool on tool rest and

back away from the work about 1/4 inch. Turn the lathe on

with your left hand, and return it to the tool. Make sure,

when you return to the tool, that you first grasp the tool

by the handle and then slide your hand in until your index

finger bumps the tool rest.

g. Continue to turn until the piece is cylindrical. It is

necessary to move the tool rest in closer to the work as

the piece is worked down. This reduces the chance of a tool

catching in between work and the tool rest. Caution: when-

ever checking the work, always turn off the lathe. Make

sure it has completely stopped by lightly feeling the out -

boari side of the spindle.

6. Layout

a. All linear dimensions are laid out on the stock with a rule

and .a parting tool or a diamond point teal.

b. The diameters at these points are turned (allowing some

stock for sanding) with the aid of an outside caliper.

c. Next turn the contours between their completed diameters.

G. Maintenance

The spurs and points of live centers should be kept sharp..
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The working edge of the tool rest should be kept smooth. Re-

condition by draw filing.

The original shape of the cup center should be maintained. A

cone center should be ground only by an experienced person.

4. Bearings should be kept lubricated.

5. The tail stock may vibrate out of line and will need adjusting.

6. Belts may need adjusting or replacing.

7. Wood dust should be blown from the motor periodically.
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CHAPTER TA

SANDERS

Descrirition

A spindle sander has a rubber-c rated spindle to which is fitted

the coated abrasive sleeve. A spindle simultaneously rotates

and oscillates up and down. Spindle sanders are used to sand

concave curves on. edge. Sleeve diameters range from /4 inch

3 inches and lengths from 6 inches to 9 inches.

2. On the belt sander, a cloth-coated abrasive belt revolves on one

driver and one idler pulley while passing over a flat table on

whir'h stock is placed for sandings. Belt sanders are used to

sand flat surfaces. Belt widths range from 4 inches to 8 inches

and lengths from 4 feet to 26 feet.

On the disc sander, a coated abrasive disc is attached to a

metal disc which will revolve in a clockwise direction, Disc

sanders are used to sand straight and convex curves on edge.

Diameters of the discs range from 8-1/2 inch to 18 inch.

B. Sa tLy.

Personal

a. Safety" glasses or a safety shield should be worn when oper-

ating a sander.

b. Loose clothing should be either tied down car removed.

All students not involved it the'operation of ding must
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stay out of the sanding area.

Machine

a. Belts should he properly tracked in order to keep the belt

on the rolls,

b. In using the disc sander, sand on the downward rotation.

c. Do not use torn belts.

d. Care should be exercised in sanding splintered stock,

e.. The table of the disc sander should be set to just clear

the disc. This eliminates the possibility of catching wood

in between the disc and the table.

If much wood is to be removed, this should be done by hand

or with a different machine prior to the sanding opP,ation.

g. Sanding on small objects that would bring the fingers dan-

gerously close to the disc or the belt should not be at-

tempted.

C. Adaptations

When sanding the entire edge of the board on a belt sande

board can be set up 90 degrees and perpendicular to the belt

table, to act as a guide for a true edge. The before mentioned

jig is not needed if the sander is equipped with a table.

2. Some less expensive sanders have the belt exposed and both of

the wheels unguarded. This type of sander is hazardous enough

for-the sighted but is even more dangerous to the visually:hand-

icapped because there is no safe point.of primary contact. If

such a sander is encountered, the first adaption should be

safety guards around both wheels and bottom of the belt.
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A circle cutting jig usually adapted to the band sass, can be

used to true the edge of flat discs on the disc sander. The

jig rides in the miter grooves on the table of disc sander.

The table tilt on the spindle sander is usually calibrated in

degrees. This tilt scale can be adapted for tactual reAino if

much angular work is done on the spindle sander.

D. Orientation

1. Belt Sander

a. The primary point of contact on the belt sander should be

the metal housing enclosing the belt.

b. The important controls to be located along the same paths

of travel from the point of contact on the belt sander,

include the on-off switch, the tracking adjustments, and--

the table or fence adjustments.

c. The belt on the belt sanders can be mounted vertically

or horizontally, If it is mounted horizontally there is

usually not a table provided. If it is mounted vertically,'

the primary point of contact is the edge of the table.

2. Disc Sander

a. The primary point of contact with the disc sander should

be the front edge of the table.

b. The important controls to be located,on the disc sander are

the on-off switch, the tilt adjustment for the table, and

the slot for the miter gauge.

cM The disc sander is sometimes equipped with a brake. Because
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the disc of a disc sander is usually a large casting it acts

as a fly ciheei, which allows the discs to coast for an ex-

tended period of time after the power is shut off. The

brake should he pulled to s -p this motion before the ma-

chine is left.

d. The safest procedure in approaching the machine is to make

the primary point of contact at the edge of the table, and

then use a piece of scrap stock to press against the sand-

ng disc to determine the state of motion of the machine.

indle Sander_

a_ The primary point of contact on the spindle sander can be

anywnere on the perimeter of the edge of the table.

b. The important controls for the spindle-sander are the on-off

switch and a tilting mechanism on the table.

E. E)IjJIIL

J As mentioned before, some belt sanders are not equipped with a

guard over the bottom portion of the belt and the two driving

wheels

There are some models of belt sanders that can be operated either

on a vertical or horizontal plane On these models, particular

attention must be paid in aligning the belt after the position

of the belt is changed.

Some machines are a combination disc and belt sander. On

machines, special attention must be taken for !Tafety,:beause

while one is being used, the other is free-wheeling.
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F. Operation

Belt Sander

a. The cross-bod- hand technique should be used in making the

initial approach to the machine.

b. Make the initial contact on the metal housing.

c. Use a piece of wood held lightly in the hand to ascertain

the state of motion of the machine.

d. Check the power switch as an added precaution.

e. If you are going to do an edge sanding, stand the wood on

edge on the top of the-belt. Check to see that the wood is

perpendicular to the surface of the belt.

f. Lift the stock slightly so that it just clears the belt.

g. Hold the stock with one hand and turn the switch on with

the other.

h. Lower the stock lightly and sand each edge. Caution:

not force the stock down onto the belt, but let the belt do

the cutting.

If you are doing a face sanding, use a push stick to sup-

port the trailing edge of the board. HOld the board on the

front edge with your fingers positioned lightly on the top.

2. Disc Sander

Use the cross-body positioning of the hands to make the

initial approach to the machine.

b, Make the primary point of contact on the front edge of the

table.

c. It is-extremely important that you ascertain the state of,
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rnn tion on disc sander. To do se, osition a piece of

wood on the table and slide )rward until it touches the

disc

Remember that all sanding is done the right side of the

center of the disc,

e. Position the stock on the table in front f the disc.

f. Apply the power and sand,

Sni7dle San1er

a. Usl the cross-body positioning of the hands to make the

initial approach to the machine.

The primary point of contact is the edge of the spindle

sander table

c. Oetermine the state,of motion of the sander.

d position the work on the table next to the Spins'

e Turn the pow

tlaintenance

1. Oil

on and sand.

All moving parts should be kepi; oiled unless equipped with

a sealed bearinc.

b Whenever sander; are left unused for a long period of time,

machined parts should h.; coated with a thin film of oil to

prevent Astinl,

c. if the belt sander is equipp d with an oil reserve the

level must bE maintained°

Change all worn or t,i),22=q29L5 and bel is
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The abrasive sleeve on the spindle sander can be changed

by holding the spindle fast and loosen the nut on the

top of the spindle. Note Care must be taken in tighten-

ing the nut after replacing an aL-asive sleeve If excess

pressure is applied on the nut it may split the abrasive

sleeve

b The disc on the disc sander is glued on afte r_movirig all

traces of the old sanding disc.

c. The metal h'ousing and guards must oesemoved from the belt

sander before the belt can be removed. Again, caution must

be taken in adjusting the tension of the new belt,
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CHAPTER X

BAND SAW AND SCROLL SAW

A. Descrin

1. The band saw is used to cut curves and for resawing, It works

on the principle of an endless, flexible steel belt with rib

teeth filed on one edge moving at a speed ranging from 3,000

to 5,000 feet per minute.

2. The scroll saw or jig saw is also used to cut curves, The steel

blade, with rib teeth formed on one edge, reciprocates at

speed of from 600 to 1,750 strokes per minute,.

Safety

1. Personal

a. .Aear goggles or face shield whenever operating machine,

b. Loose clothing should be either tied down or removed,

c. All observers or students not involved in the sawing oper-

ati n must stay out of the saw area,

exhine

a. Use the, machine only when all guards are in place.

b. Adjust. Upper guide for clearance, Too high a setting leaves

the saw unguarded,

Keep the hands away from a moving blade_

Small chips which lodge in the guide blocks jam the blade,

Stop the saw and remove them,
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After a new blade is mounted and before power is apol ied,

the machine should be revolved by hand to test ee

movement

The radii of all curves to be cut must be large enough for

tree blade being used. Never force the blade to cut too

sharp a curve. Curves that are too small result in strain

on the blade and a danger of the blade being broken.

h Cylindrical stock, when being cut to length, must be held

in a V-block or a clamp to prevent its turning.

i. On the band saw, the operator must be constaltly alert for

a clicking noise indicating that there is a danger of the

blade breaking.

j. In the event of a broken blade, the student should step

away from the machine, pull the power Mug, and wait for

the wheels to come to a halt,

C Adaptation

1. Band Saw

a, A circle cutter is a good modification for cutting circles

on a band saw

.. a circle cutter is Ade of nova plywood, is a
12"x16", with a 7.-3/4" groove cut to permit a 3/8"
xI-3/4" slide with pivot pin to be used for setting
varied centers of circles or corners The pivot
pin is located I" from the blade end of the slide,'

b. For following lines scribed in stock, a metal pointer ca,,

Instructional Aids and Devices for Use
Department at the North-Caro ina Sc oo
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be mounted, with point down, cn the upper guide of the saw.

The pointer should be positioned just in front of the saw

blade. The pointer actually serves two functions: when

properly designed for a particular use and saw, it fc,llows

the grooved line if the upper guide positioned at the

right height; second, it serves as an added saw guard.

If the band saw is not equipped with a foot. brake for the

-blade, it should be looked into as a possible addition to

the machine. This would eliminate the long wait after the

power is shut off before the blade stops.. The band saw

should never be left with the blade coasting.

BOLTED TO
GUIDE ASSEMBLY

Jigsaw Guide.
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Saw

a I ee hand curves can best be handled with the aid of a

pointer guard similar to the one described for the band saw.

The pointer guard can be bolted to the pressure foot guide

assembly on the jig saw.

b. Additional guard can be made from a 1/4" diameter sleeve,

and mounted to the pressure foot. This can be done by

drilling the hold down pressure foot to receive the 1/4"

51eeve and then brazed in position. Once the sleeve has

been mounted to the pressure foot_ a slot can be cut in the

front and rear of the sleeve in order to allow passage of

the saw blade. With the combination of the sleeve and

pointer guard the teeth of the blade are shielded, which

reduces the possibility of injury.

Orientation

The hand Saw

a. The saw should be approached by using the cross-body posi-

tioning of the hands, with:the primary point of contact at

the edge of the table closest to the operator when he is in

normal operating position.

b, it is most important to-determine the state of motion of

the band saw blade. The blade will coast a considerable

length of time after the pciv.r shut off, due to

the heavy cast wheels that 6!-1 '-eiade. The motion of

the blade can be determined first checking the power



switch and second, attempting to cut a piece of scrap stock

of adequate size to be safe

c. Electrical power should be disconnected while investigation

of the machine is taking place. The various adjustable

controls to be located are the fence, the miter gauge and

groove in the table, the height adjustment locking handle

for the upper guide,

2. J16 Saw

a. The saw should be approached with the cross-body positioning

of the hands with the initial contact made at the edge of

the table.

b. Because of the distinctive hof-e-of the jig saw, the state

rest should be obvious on approach.

c. Important controls to be located are the on-off switch, the

pressure foot adjusting- leVer

d. The only other important control is the blade tension sleeve

The blade is usually mounted by a set screw on the top and

bottom. The blade tension sleeve should be set after the

blade is mounted.-

E. Exceptions

Band Saw

a. On -Off Switch

The power switch is usually located on the frame or yPke at

about the height of the table.. On some models, the power

switch is located on the base just under the level of the
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table.

b. Size cf Saws

The size of the band saw is dictated by the diameter of the

wheel., Wheels are available in sizes 12" 14", 16", 18",

24" 30", 36", and 40". Large size machines are not usually

found in school shops.

2. Jig Saw

a. Kinds of Drivin' Mechanisms

The plunger type jig saw is the most common in ,00l shops.

It works on the principle of the wheel and axle. The belt-

driven pulley is connected to a cam and pitman mechanism.

As the cam rotates, the -pitman pushes and pulls the lower

chuck up and down. The upper end of the blade may be held

in a chuck which is attached to the plunger and spring

tension control,

The magneto type jig saw is operated by a circuit breaker.

In the power stroke, an electromagnet pulls down the lower

:hack, which holds 0 e 'end of the blade. When the chuck

reaches the lower limit of its stroke, the circuit is broken

and a spring in the tension sleeve returns the blade to its

upper limit. The cycle is repeated.

The rocker arm type works on the principle of a wheel and

axle. The belt - driven pulley is connected to the cam which

drives a rocker arm to produce the up and down:motion.

b. Blades

A saber blade can bc mounted in the lower chuck in place
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a scroll saw blade which is usually mounted top and bottom.

When using the saber blade the upper chuck and guide can be

removed to give unlimited space for the work.

The jeweler's blade, which is held in the upper and lower

chucks, is used for fine work.

Jig saw blades have rip teeth and vary in length, thick-

ness, and number of teeth per inch. The finer the cut

be made the more teeth per inch, and the finer the thick-

ness of the blade. Blades vary from seven teeth per inch

for soft woods to thirty-two teeth per inch for cutting

metals and other hard materials. Blades with about fifteen

teeth per inch may be used for all purposes.

F. 0 eration

I. Band Saw

. a. Use the proper approach and initial point of contact.

b. Determine the state of motion of the blade.

c. Make sure that all outlines co be cut are clearly scratched

with a scratch awl.

d. Adjust the saw guide to give about 1/4" clearance above the

thickness of the stock. If a shop-made metal pointer is

mounted to the upper guide of the saw, then position the

pointer so that it rides in the groove scratched,

e. Position the wood on the table so that the scribed line is

lined up with the metal pointer.

f. With one hand holding the wood in position, turn on the
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power and apply even, forward pressure with the right hand

g To cut a sharper curve than the width of the blade will per-

mit, make relief cuts in the waste stock, Relief cuts

should not touch the line. Backing the blade out of the

cut is not recommended. The work should be planned so that

on each cut you can saw out

h. For resawing, fasten the rip fence or wooden guide securely

to the table. The distance from the fence to the blade

should be the desired thickness of the resawed piece,

When cutting more than one piece fastened together, the nail

holes shduld not appear in the finished piece, If possible,

place the:nail in the scrap piece so that when the saw cut

is finished, it will clear the work.

., Band saws cu 'rapidly, but should not be forced so that the

edges of the cut are burned.

LSJA
a, Use the safe approach to make the initial contact.

b, Lay the stock on the table and adjust the pressure foot to

hold the wood down_

c. Line the scratched mark up with the pointer or guide in

front of the saw blade

d. Turn the drive shaft one revolution by hand to check that

all adjustments are right.

Start machine and feed the work forward evenly, Apply

downward pressure to prevent the work from jumping with the

saw blades. Always examine stock before cutting to make



certa n it is free frern nails, qr. t and other foreign

materials

Wnen cutting inside work, you should drill small holes in

the w iste stock at a point of abrupt change in direction of

curve Insert the saw blade through the drilled hole and

secure it in place in the chuck: Proceed as in regular out-

side cutting

Maintenance

1. Band Saw

a. Band saw blades snould be kept sharp. Sharpening should be

done by someone skilled in this line.

b. The saw should be maintained at a proper tension and tracking

in the center of the wheels.

c.. Guide blocks and thrust wheels should be properly adju ted

so that 2/3 of the width of the saw blade runs between the

blocks,

Thrust wheels should not turn when the saw is not cutting.

Broken saw blades can be brazed. This should be done by

experienced persons

Some band saws require periodic greasing while others have

sealed bearings_

When a band saw is to be left idle for a long period, ma-

chined parts should be coated with a thin coat of oil and

the tension released on the blade,

Sawdust should be blown from the motor and machine after use.



I. Throat plate should be replaced when worn, to provide prop-

er clearance for blade.

a. All cutters should be kept sharp, in true shape, and in

balance.

Morn table qu i ray be replaced to form a true edge.

hvc sealed bearings and hall bearings guides

for Lhe trover If a place is provided for oiling, oil

periodically.

left f-o any period of time, all machined parts should

be coated with a thin film of oil to protect them from rust.
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CHAPTER

PLANER AND JOINTER

Descriati(22

1. Jointer

The jointer has a round cutter head with two, three, or four

knives (generally three), revolves at a speed of approximately

,000 rpm , and the knives cut on the principle of a continuous

5et of cutting wedges, The jointer consists of an input and out

put table, with the cutter head positioned in the middle. It

has a fence, a guard, a rear table adjustment wheel, front table

adjustment wheel, and a stand, The jointer is used for planing

faces and edges straight and smooth, cutting rabbets, planing

tapers, chamfers, and bevels. Jointers are made in 4", 6 ", '

10", 12",-14", and 16" lathe and table widths. The wider

jointers usually have longer tables, but some brands are avail-

able with extra long tables

2. Planer or Surfacer

The planer has three full width knives which are set equally

along the circumference of the cutter head which revolves at

speeds ranging from 3-600 to 7,200 r.pJn_ The knives cut on

The principle of a continuous set of cutting wedges. The

principal parts of the planer are the table, feed rolls, chip

breaker, threader head, knives, back pressure bar, delivery

rolls, hand wheel, loader, feed selector, and thickness gauge
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Jointer

a Boards less than ten inches long should not be planed,

b The guard should always be in position when machine is used.

c In surface jointing, a push block is 'ecommended especially

when jointing stock which is less than 2" thick, in. which

case it is mandatory

d Never run your hands directly over the cutter head,

e, Stand to one side while operating the machine

f Be sure stock is free of nails, grit, paint, and other

foreign materials

g. Never make cuts greater than 1/15 of an inch,

Planer

a. Stock shorter than the distance between the feed and the

delivery rolls (usually 12") should not be surfaced. Stock

less than 1/4" thickness is apt to break if not supported

by back board.

Keep hands away from the feed rolls

c,. Loose knots should be removed before the board is run through

the surfacer.

d When surfacing wet or green stock, lubricate the table with

kerosene or wax.

e. If stock gets stuck, shut off machine; when machine has

completely stopped, lower the bed and remove the board.

f. Stand to one side of the stock when feeding or receiving.
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1. Joint

To set the jointer for the intended depth of cut, you can:

Check the gap between the in-feed table and the bottom of

the fence On most models this is a good indication.

b. The scale that is pro, ded on the side of the machine can

be adapted for tactual reading,

C. With the cutter stationary, a.straight edge can be posi-

tioned on the out-feed table which will overhang the in-

feed table the exact thickness of the cut. For bevel cuts,

the fence can be set with the T-bevel and a Perkins pro-

tractor or with draftsman's triangle.

2. Planer

For checking the thickness of a board being planed, you can at-

tach a rule that is adapted for tactual reading (such as a

Stanley Caliper Rule) to the side of the machine by means of a

chain or string.

Orientation

nt

the cross-body positioning of hands on approach for the

initial point of contact on the in -feed table.

b. Because of the level of vibration and noise, state of motion

of the cutters should be apparent on approach. To double

check, the power switch can be bumped on and off.

c. The principal working parts to be located are: the front
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table adjustment wheel , the rear e adjustment wheel,

the on-off switch, and the fence. Note that the guard

should be in place over the cutter at all times. When cut-

ting is being done, the guard pivots to the side and returns

when the board has passed.

If there is an exhaust system, the slide should be

dated and opened before operation.

Planer

a. Use a safe approach to make the initial contact at the edge

of the in-feed- table.

b. State of motion of the cutters should be apparent on ap-

proach due to the level of noise and vibration produced by

the planer.

c. The principal parts used for adjustment and operation e:

the hand wheel, used to raise and lower the blade, there-

fore, the cut; the feed selector, not included in all mod-

els; and the on-off switch.

d. If there is an exhaust system, it must be located and

opened before operation.

Exceptions

I. Jointer

The front table adjustment wheel is sometimes replaced by a

large nut. On these models, to set the height-depth of cut,

the nut is loosened and the table is moved to the desired

depth and then tightened again.
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2. Planer

Some planers have a set rate of speed; on these models the feed

selector wheel is eliminated.

4erations

Jointer

a. Make a safe approach to the machine for the initial contact

at the edge of the in-feed table.

b. Set the desired thickness of cut. (It is suggested that a

light cut be made first so that the direction of grain may

be read:) Always cut with the grain.

c. Adjust the fence so that it is at right angles to the table.

This may be done by using a square position on the table

and against the fence.

d. Be certain that all guards are in position.

e. Position your hands so that your thumb is on top of the

board and your fingers trail along the top of the fence.

f. Start the machine, standing to one side. Hold the true

face of the board against the fence with the grain running

down and to the rear; push the edge of the board over the

cutter with a slow even motion. Be sure that enough down-

ward pressure is applied to keep the board flush on the

table.

If the stock has a high spot or an uneven edge, it will

need to be passed over the cutter several times to remove

the high spot and true the edge.



h. When planing the surface of a board, always use a push shoe.

Care -should be taken to distribute hold down, pressure even-

ly across the width of the board.

2. Planer

a. Make a safe approach to the machine with the _initial contact

at the edge of the in-feed table.

b. To set the table for the desired thickness cut, lay the

board on the in-feed table and run the hand wheel down un-

til the board will slide in easily. Pull the board out and

turn the hand wheel up two turns. Note: On most surfaces

one complete revolution of the hand wheel in a clockwise

direction will raise the bed 1/16 of an inch.

c. If the direction of the grain cannot be readily established,

make a light cut in the planer and then feel the edge with

your fingers to establish direction of grain.

d. Check that you have a clear path around the planer so that

when you feed the board in you may support it as it comes

out. Never allow a board to drop on the floor; long boards

should be supported at each end.

Run the stock through as many times as necessary to reduce

to the desired thickness. Turn the hand wheel one revolu-

tion clockwise in between cuts. When you have planed to a

parallel thickness, successive cuts should be taken off

alternate sides. To do this, stock must be turned end for

end so that planing will always be with the grain.



G. Maintenance

I. Jointer

Jointers may vibrate out of adjustment from continuous use.

The back table should be set the same height as the cutting edge

of the knives when they are at the highest point. Some jointers

are equipped with sealed bearings while others may require

greasing periodically. Whenever a jointer is to be left idle

for a long period of time, all machine arts should be coated

with a thin coat of oil. All sharpening operations of the cut-

ter head should be done only by an experienced person.

2. Planer

Feed rolls, chip breaker, and back pressure bar should be kept

free from pitch. They may be cleaned with an alcohol rag with

the power disconnected. All sharpening should be done by an

experienced person. Surfacers should be periodically greased.

See manufacturer's specifications for SAE number of grease to

use. All adjustments for the rolls, chip breaker, and back

pressure bar, should be kept according to manufacturer's recom-

mendations.
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CHAPTER XII

ELECTRIC HAND TOOLS

Portable Electric Hand Drill

A. Description

The portable electric drill operates from a small, high speed

electric motor with a gear reduction driving unit. The motor and gear

reduction unit are encased in a housing made of aluminum or plastic.

The handle is equipped with a trigger switch that supplies the power

through the motor and gear reduction unit to the three-jaw hardened

carbon chuck.

B. Sites

The maximum opening of the chuck is what indicates the size of

the drill. The most common drill is the 1/4". Other sizes used often

are 3/8° and 1/2 ".

Safety

One of the main safety factors in using a drill is to have the

,drill grounded by means of a three-prong plug. Conductor cords should

be handled so as not to cause wear or breaks in the cable.

O.. Adaptations

The major problem that is encountered is keeping the drill bit
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at the proper angle to the work. For most jobs this angle is not crit-

ical and you can guess at the angle closely by grasping the bit where

it contacts the work. Where greater accuracy is needed, some sort of

guide should be used. One of the simplest guides for keeping the drill

at right angles to the work is to use a spool with the hole drilled to

the size being used. A guide block can be made by using the drill

press and drilling a number of different size holes in a hardwood

block. A more permanent jig may be made out of a piece of 1"x1"x8"

steel which has the standard size holes drilled in it.

E. Maintenance

The jaws of the chuck should be cleaned and lightly oiled for

good operation. Portable electric drill should be stored and used in

a dry place. The maintenance procedure of wrapping the cord tightly

around the drill after use should be avoided.

Electric Portable Sander

Description

1. On a belt sander, a coated abrasive belt is run over a pad

guided by an idler and driving pulley.

2. The disc sander has a coated abrasive disc which is mdunted to

a flat rubber disc which rotates on a motor spindle.

With the.finish sanders, a coated abrasive strip which is fitted

over a pressure pad is powered in an orbital. or an incline

oscillating motion.
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The belt sander is used to do flush or regular sanding. Var-

ious grit belts are available in width and length to fit a

specific make of machine. Sizes of belts range in widths from

2" to 4" and lengths from 21" to 24". The belt sander needs to

be used with much care and regulation, because the belt re-

moves material rapidly and can ruin a project by "digging i

in a short amount of time.

2. The disc sander is used in rough sanding for fast removal of

stock and where a scratched free surface is not a requisite.

A pad may be fitted over the disc enabling it to be used in a

polishing operation.

. Finish sanders are classed according to their sanding motion.

a. Orbital motion sander, used in finish sanding, has a fast,

circular pattern. It performs the hand sanding operation

on flat surfaces by its rapid action.

b. The in -line sander's cutting action is back and forth in a

straight line. This is ideal for final sanding of wood

surfaces. It leaves no sanding marks on the surface as

produced by the orbital sander.

Safety

1. Good grounding is essential in any portable machine, as this

eliminates most chances of shocks caused by shorts or breaks

in the wire.

2. All portable equipment should be operated in a dry place.
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Avoid placing moist hands on machine housings.

4 All work should be secured with a vise or clamp to free the

hands to operate the machine.

The electrical cord should be positioned so that it does n

interfere with the sanding operation.

Adaptations

No adaptations are needed for non-visual sanding operations.

Maintenance

1. All worn or torn sandpapers should be replaced.

2. Most bearings are the self-lubricating type but the level of

oil reserve on belt sanders must be maintained.

Pressure pads must be kept in working condition in order to

sand efficiently.

Care should be used in handling the conductor cord when storing

in order to avoid cable breaks.

Portable Hand Router

A. Description

the router, cutters revolve at a spindle speed of 5,000 to

18,000 r.p.m., shaping work on the principle of a continuous set of

cutting wedges. All attachments are mounted on the end of the. motor's

spindle. The size of the router is determined by the horsepower of

the motor and the diameter of the cutter shaft. The router is used to

cut mouldings, rout, cut gains for inlay§,,apd cut dadoes and dovetails.
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Safety

1. Safety goggles should be worn in using the router.

2. Keep your fingers.and clothing away from the revolving cutters.

3. Be sure the bit is held tightly in the chuck.

4. Operate only in a dry place with the electrical cord grounded.

C. Adaptations

Because of the nature of the router, all non-visual operation

is done with the use of jigs and guides.

1. For cutting dadoes and rabbets, a straight gauge may be used.

A straight edge clamped to the work often provides a good guide

for cutting dadoes and rabbets.

2. Templets are available for cutting gains for hinges.

With moulding, always use a cutter that is provided with a

pilot to limit the depth of cut.

4. To cut dovetails with a router requires a dovetail fixture,

guide tip, and dovetail bit.

D. 'Maintenance

Router cutters should be kept sharp. Sharpening should be

done by an experienced person.

Some routers require periodic oiling; others have sealed

b a -s.
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Portable Electric Saber Saw

A. DescrtEalla

The portable electric saber saw is driven by the high speed

electric motor and has a mechanism for changing rotary to reciprocate

motion. Cutting is done on the up stroke. The most common saber saws

accommodate a blade 2-1/4" to 2-3/4" long, with a length of stroke of

7/16 of an inch to 5/8 of an inch. It has a reciprocating speed of

3,000 to 4,500 strokes per minute.

Safety

1. Operate only in a dry place with a cord grounded.

2. Use only sharp blades, and do not force them to cut faster than

will easily be used.

Clamp the work securely so that the cut is not interfered with.

C. Use

Mount a blade that is appropriate for the type of work being

cut.

When following a curved line be sure that the line is scribed

deeply.

Make reliaf cuts in the waste stock whenever possible.

Use a guide with ripping, cross cutting, or miter cutting.

D. Adaptations

No adaptations are needed for non visual operation of.the

saber saw.
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Maintenance

1. The conductor cord should be handled carefully to prevent wear

and cable breaks.

2. The chuck should be cleaned of sawdust.

3. Lightly oil the shaft where it goes in and out.of the housing.
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CHAPTER XIII

SANDING THE PROJECT

The importance of sanding the project thoroughly should not be

underemphasized. If a careful job is done, it can make the difference

between a well- or a poorly finished project.

There are three things to remember 'doing an efficient job

of sanding. First: the stock should be held- securely so that it will

not move during its sanding operation. Second: the learner should

explore the area to be sanded to be sure that he knows the grain di-

rection and the boundaries of the area to be sanded. Third: the

sanding stroke should be in a straight line parallel to the grain di-

rection and extending to, but not past, the boundaries of the surface

to be sanded. This last guide is important because the contour of

the stock being sanded must be maintained. Perhaps the most important

precaution is to avoid rounding arris.

If the tool work has been well done, medium sandpaper will be

coarse enough for the first sanding. If a stain is to be used or a

fine finish is desired, the work Should be dampened with a cloth and

allowed to dry in between sandings. This will raise the wood fibers

that have been sanded down, and make them easier to sand off.
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CHAPTER XIV

FINISH

A. Stains

-R JECT

The only type of stain that is suggested for non-visual ap-

plication is the oil stain. The reason being that in water stain the

application has to be even and the more that it is gone over, the

darker it becomes. Oil stains can be applied with a rag or sponge and

the only problem would be that of covering the area fully. Once the

oil stain has-been applied, you need merely wait a couple minutes and

then wipe off the ra© with a clean soft cloth such as cheese cloth.

If the application is done with a systematic motion, and in more than

one direction, the job will turn out even.

h. Wood Fillers

The easiest way to apply a wood filler to open grain woods is

di into the can with your fingers and then work it into the wood

with the palm of your hand. When the wood filler loses its slippery

feeling (usually from 2 to 7 minutes then it is time to rub off the

excess filler. Not more than one to three square feet should be covered

at any one time, for if the filler becomes too dry, the excess is ex-

tremely difficult to remove.

A combination of oil stain and wood filler can be applied suc-

cessfully to eliminate the extra finishing step. Commercially prep-

ared colored fillers can-be _used to eliminate the mixing of stain and

-filler.
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Finishes

Paints

If it is decided that the natural beauty of the wood needs

to be covered, then one can use a paint. Although a brush can

produce a smooth, even finish, i# is suggested that you use a

sponge to apply the paint; for the- simple fact that the closer

your hand is to the work, the more control you have over the

coverage and the evenness of the paint. You must have a good

supply of paint thinner for clean up, because it is necessary

to "get into it" so to speak, to be assured of good coverage.

If a rap is soaked in thinner before the operation is begun,

then clean up need not be so messy.

2. Varnish

The approximate amount of varnish should be poured into a con-

tainer and mixed with about ' turpentine for the first coat.

Again a sponge or brush can be used for applying the finish.

The varnish is flowed onto the surface in the direction of the

grain, brushed out across the grain and finished with the grain

using light, full length strokes. Use turpentine for clean up.

Polyurethane varnish is a ve. ry tough, ta°Ed, flexible finish

which has a superior resistance to chipping, abrasion, and

dirt retention. It can be used with good -success if applied

with care. Clean up and thinning is done with paint thinner.

If a light sanding with 600 grit sand paper- is done in between

coats,- a finer finish will be obtained.
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Wax

Regular furniture or floor wax of the baste variety may also

be used as wood finish and certainly would be one of the

easiest finishes to apply. Two or three coats of wax are a

plied with a lint-free rag and rut red into the wood.


